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Abstract:  Nowadays, taxi is one of the most popular transportation modes. There is a large amount of 

passenger using taxi everyday and taxi trajectories represent the mobility of people. In the big cities, taxi is 

equipped GPS device and run during 24 hours per day, they may be used to extract reliable information for 

transportation status. This paper states our method using taxi trajectories in Hanoi, Vietnam during 4 weeks 

from September 18th to October 15
th

. In our method, Hanoi map is divided into the smaller regions with a 

predefined size. We identify the contiguous regions where jams happen during different time slots and their 

correlations. 
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I. Introduction 
The rapid development of urban makes the popularity increase that leads to the increasing needs of 

transportation and the transportation jams in some areas. The problems in the transportation always exist and 

make bad affects to transportation, the moving time and air pollution [13, 14]. Therefore, the prediction of 

regions where the traffic jams always occur is very important. 

In the big cities, there is a large amount of taxi running. To operate and supervise effectively, taxi is 

always equipped GPS device to report the location and status to servers with a specific frequency. A large 

amount of GPS device generates the large amount of trajectories every day [7, 9, 13]. 

Taxi which is equipped GPS can be considered as a popular mobile sensor indicating traffic status, simulating 

trajectory patterns of people. For example, there are about 19000 taxis with transportation license for 300000 

passengers (each is equivalent to 4% of the population). Therefore, each taxi ride can be considered as a 

significant pattern to reflect the movement of the resident of the city and the traffic flow can be modeled by 

using the mobility of taxi running in the roads. 

In this paper, we would like to find the regions where the traffic jams usually occur and their reasons, 

also the correlation between each pair of regions. From that, we build a model to predict the traffic status the 

next day, providing the information to help managers to find the appropriate solutions. Our problem is modeling 

traffics and detecting abnormal: We model the traffics between the contiguous regions by using region matrix. 

Each cell in the matrix contains a feature set representing the effectiveness of different regions. The values of 

the feature set are extracted from the taxis which go through the region. Next, we would like to look for pairs of 

regions which have traffic problems (called skyline) from region matrix of the duration using Skyline operator. 

By mining popular sample data of each time slot of a specific number of days, the results show pair of regions 

where the traffic problems (like jams) frequently occur and their correlations. 

The remaining of this paper includes the following sections. Section 2 indicates some related work and 

some definitions. The problem with solution and experiment is showed in the section 3. The results and solution 

is stated in section 4 and the conclusion is in the section 5. 

 

II. Related Works and Some Definitions 
A large number of studies in the field of mining taxi trajectory have been presented for a variety of 

purposes. The document [14] provides driver assistance in picking up passengers for higher profits. Other 

studies have focused on the construction of intelligent transportation systems that help guide driving [11], 

intelligent intersections that minimize the impact of vehicle emissions on the air environment when vehicles are 

required to wait [3] [14]. Unlike researches focused exclusively on taxi drivers and drivers, our study included 

helping transportation managers find the areas where the problems occur and the cause. 

The document [7] deals with detecting traffic anomalies such as accidents, congestion based on taxi 

tracking. Several other studies have attempted to evaluate the construction of transport works [15]. Studies in 

the Urban computing group, such as the exploration of human activities in urban areas, estimate the similarity 

level each day of the week [9] [13], study traffic flow, focus areas and images and its effect. Unlike studies that 
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only detect problems when imminent, our study builds traffic prediction models. This model allows users to 

know in advance to avoid areas with poor traffic conditions and traffic managers offer the appropriate solution. 

In the GPS data of taxi traffics, each trajectory includes a series of points (id, time, latitude, longitude, state, 

velocity, distance). A taxi has 3 operating status: no passenger, going to have passenger, having passenger. 

Definition 1: Region. Map is divided into smaller regions with a predefined size, which includes road parts 

representing their traffic status. 

Definition 2: Trajectory. A trajectory is a series of GPS points along the time
1 2: ... nTr p p p   , in 

which, each point includes longitude, latitude, time, state, velocity, distance 

Definition 3: Trip and sub-trip. From a trajectory
1 2: ... nTr p p p   , by connecting GPS point to 

corresponding region codes (for example
1 2, , ... ,i j n kp r p r p r         ). A sub-trip 1 2:s r r  is 

created if pi and pj (from Tr) are the first point in r1 and r2 (i<j), where distance and velocity of sub-trip s are 

calculated by Equation 1 and 2 

 

( , ) . .i j j id p p p d p d 
                   (1) 

                          ( , ) / ( . . )i j j iv d p p p t p t        (2) 

In Equation 2, velocity is calculated by d/t instead of calculating the average value sent from GPS, reflecting the 

average velocity more exactly because the traffic light waiting time also is included which GPS devices might 

ignore. 

Each trajectory can produce many sub-trips but only one trip, the sub-trip between the beginning region and the 

ending region of one trajectory is a trip. At the following sections, we will call both “trip” and “sub-trip” as 

“trip”. 

 

III. Modeling Traffics and Detecting Problems 
When going through road parts where traffic jams occur frequently, people can choose a longer road 

but higher speed. This is one of the reasons which make some roads stuck due to the jams from other roads. The 

problem helps to detect pair of regions which have traffic jams and the correlation between two regions. 

3.1 Traffic Modeling 

In this section, firstly we divide the city map into many regions, then construct region matrix with each 

different time slot. 

3.1.1 Partitioning maps 

We partition the map of Hanoi including inner city and some areas with high population into squares 

sized 1km x1 km (as showed in figure 1). Partitioning method is chosen instead of researching roads because the 

jams are the consequence while the entire regions bring the transportation information and the roots of 

problems. Moreover, partitioning maps can help us to find the place which the jams exactly occur. 

 

Figure 1. Partitioned Map 

 

3.1.2 Constructing region matrix 

Time division: Before constructing region matrix, we divide the taxi trajectories according to each day in week 

and different time slots in a day because the traffics in different days and times are different and the traffics 

status are also different [8]. 
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During a same period of time, the traffic status and transportation of the people are similar and the traffics 

problem also can occur during this time. So, time division can help explore the problems in more details. As can 

be shown in figure 2A, average velocity in the city during the early morning of business days (7a.m to 

10.30a.m) is lowest in the mornings. Similarly, the time slot from 4p.m to 7.30p.m is for coming back home. 

The results have described exactly the traffics status in rush hours is lower than the different time slots. Figure 

2B represents the average velocity during weekends, showing that the velocity during 2 weekend days is similar 

in which the lowest velocities are of 2 rush hour slot in the morning and afternoon. 

 

Figure 1. Taxi Velocity during the different time slots in Hanoi 

A) Business day B)  Weekend 

  
 

From figure 2, we suggest to divide time as the table 1 

 

Table 1. Time Division 

Time Business day Weekend 

Slot 1 00:00 – 7:00 00:00 – 08:00 

Slot 2 07:00 – 10:30 08:00 – 11:00 

Slot 3 10:30 – 16:00 11:00 – 16:00 

Slot 4 16:00 – 19:00 16:00 – 19:00 

Slot 5 19:00 – 24:00 19:00 – 24:00 

 

Constructing region matrix: Firstly, we choose the trajectories having passenger, these trajectories represent the 

transportation of a person. Then, we put these trajectories into the map and construct trips between two regions 

(according to definition 3). 
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Figure 2. Put some trajectories into map 

 
 

Figure 3 describes 2 trajectories in the map with blue and green, GPS points is orange, regions is showed by red 

color. The trajectory Tr1 going through r5 → r2→ r1 constructs 3 trips r5 → r2, r2 → r1 and r5 → r1, Tr2 going 

through r5 → r6→ r3→ r2 constructs 6 trips. Two trajectories with different roads can construct the trip r5 → r2. 

Note that trajectory Tr1 does not construct r5 → r4 since there is no GPS point from Tr1 in r4. 

Each pair of regions r1 → r2 has a set of trips between them, by summarizing these trips in this set, each a pair of 

regions has a feature set: the number of trips |S| representing traffic flow, average velocity E(V) and average 

moving distance E(D). This feature set is calculated in Equation 3 and 4 with S is the set of trips 
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Region matrix M is constructed as in figure 4 from each time slot and each day, each value in the matrix is 

corresponding to each pair contiguous regions, is denoted as feature ai, j = < |S|, E(V), E(D) >. 

 

Figure 3. Region Matrix 

M = 

 r0 r1 …….. rn-1 rn 

r0 ∅ ……………… a0,n 

r1 a1,0 ……………… a1,n 

.……
 

…….………………………… 

rn-1 an-1,0 ……………… an-1,n 

rn an,0 ……………… ∅ 

              

3.2. Detecting Problems 

Firstly, we detect the skyline from region matrix in each time slot. Then we mine the patterns to find pairs of 

regions where traffic jams occur frequently and the relation between them. 

3.2.1 Detecting skyline 

The traffic problem between pairs of regions can be described as the followings: 

- The connection between 2 regions is represented by all the roads which can be moved because drivers 

sometimes can choose different roads to go to other regions to avoid the traffics jams. 

-  Although the shortest way between 2 regions is hard to move, the driver still decides to move through 

this way instead of the round ways 

A small E(V) means the ways connecting regions are having bad traffic status. A large E(D) means that the taxi 

must go around way and the shortest way between 2 regions has a  problem. So, E(V) and E(D) are used to find 
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the problems. The tuple < |S|, E(V), E(D) > indicates the model of connection and traffics between 2 regions. 

E(D) shows the geometric feature of the connection between 2 regions, a large E(D) means that we need to go a 

longer way to move to another region, E(V) and |S| represent the traffics features. 

At the beginning, we choose pairs of regions which have the number of trips larger than the average number 

from matrix M, these pairs of regions are considered as crowded and having big effect regions if the some 

problem occurs. Then, we use Skyline operators [2] to detect pairs of regions according to E(V) and E(D). 

Definition 4. Skyline L is a set of points which are not dominated by any other point. A point dominates another 

point if it is better in all dimensions or at least one dimension. 

In this problem, a pair of regions 
,i ja L  if there is no any pair of region 

,p qa L  in which E(V) is smaller 

and E(D) is larger than ,i ja L . Figure 5A shows Skyline is the black line in the lower right conner, we can 

see that there is no point outside which has smaller E(V) and larger E(D) than any point in the skyline. 

 

Figure 4. An example of detecting skyline 

A) Skyline B) Detecting skyline 

 

Figure 5 shows an example of skyline: E(V) and E(D) in the figure 5B and the picture of a skyline in figure 5A. 

In this example, point 1 and 8 are in the skyline because 2 these points are not affected by any other point due to 

they have the smallest E(V) and the largest θ. 

Point 6 is not in the skyline due to it is affected by point 1. Point 2 and 3 are also detected being in the skyline 

but point 4 and 5 are not due to point 2, point 9 is not due to point 8. 

3.2.2 Mining patterns 

First, we build skyline for each day and each time slot. Then, we apply Apriori algorithm to mine patterns ([1, 

5]) to find the pairs of regions which frequently occur traffic jams because the jams sometimes occur only in a 

specific time slot. This method helps to find the association rules between pair of regions then pair of problem 

regions during the time of each day, then pair of problem regions during a time slot. Finally, the remaining pairs 

of popular regions are the pairs of problem regions. 

The mining pattern process uses the following information: the support shows the frequencies of occurrence of 

pair rp (according to formula 5). The pairs with their supports larger than a particular threshold δ are considered 

as the problem pairs in the duration of time 

| |
( )

  

rp
Support rp

number of days
     (5) 

Association rule mining find patterns according to formula 6, 7 in which 
1 2| |rp rp  is the number of days 

during that rp1 and rp2 regions occur. 
1 2( )Support rp rp indicates the frequency of co-occurrence of rp1 

and rp2. 1 2( )Confidence rp rp  indicates the probability of occurrence of rp2 given the occurrence of rp1. 
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Point E(V) E(D) 

1 10 1.026 

2 12 1.176 

3 14 1.552 

4 21 1.66 

5 19 1.481 

6 17 1.023 

7 15 1.673 

8 32 2.79 

9 51 2.44 
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Figure 5. Association rule mining 

Time Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Support >=2/3 Support=1/3 
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Figure 6 represents an example of association rule mining from skyline through a number of days in the 

duration of time. 

In time slot 1, a pair of regions r1→ r3 occurs in 3 days so the support being 1, r1→ r4, r4→ r5 occur in 2 

days so the support is 2/3, r2→ r3 occur only the first day so the support is 1/3. Similarly, according to formula 6, 

the rule (r1 → r3) => (r4 → r5) has the support of 2/3, the confidence of 2/3 while the rule (r4 → r5) => (r1 → r3) 

has the confidence of 1. 

The association rules with their supports and confidence larger than a given threshold can show the 

cause and effect information about the pairs of regions. Then, we continue to mine patterns of pairs of problem 

regions during each time slot. The pairs of regions satisfied the final conditions and the association rules of these 

regions can be considered as problem regions during all time slots. 

 

IV. Result and Solution 
The traffic jams usually occur in business days and rush hours. To find the frequent jam regions, we 

create skylines for time slot 2, 3, 4 of business days in a week (Monday-Friday). During a time slot, each pair of 

region occur jams more than twice a week can be considered as problem regions. 

 

Figure 6. Problem regions in business days 

 
  

Figure 7 represents frequent problem regions in business days. According to the map, the problem 

regions can be divided into 2 main groups and some individual regions. The first group is r1, r2, r3 the second 

group is the regions of r7, r8, r9. The individual pairs of regions are r5→r6, r12→r11, r14→r13, r15→r16. 
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Look at group 1 of 3 regions (r1, r2, r3), we can see that during the time from 7a.m to 10.30a.m (fig 7A), 

the moving direction from region r3 and r2 to r1 has traffic jams but the directions from r1 to others regions have 

not any jam because from here people can move towards many different directions. In addition, the moving 

direction from r3 to r1 is shortest and most reasonable if moving to the left of r1. The fact that the pair of region 

{r1→r3} continues to appear at noon and rush hour of the afternoon indicates the traffics jams in this region 

gradually occur during all the time of days, the pair of region {r2→r1} does not occur at the time slot from 

10.30a.m to 4p.m (Fig 7 B) shows that this region has the traffics jams during the rush hour. 

The problems in these regions can be explained as the followings: the shortest way connecting {r3→r1} 

has jams all the time of days and especially during rush hour. So, during this time, the around way r4→r2→r1 

(the green line in figure 7A) is chosen. When taxies move along this way to the square of r2 the traffic flow 

increases a lot that causes the problem for the pair of region of {r2→r1}. If the problem of {r3→r1} is solved then 

the problem of {r2→r1} also is solved. 

In the group 2 the region r9 and r7 towards to r8 occur the problem in the morning. As can be seen in the 

map, people want to move towards region r10 and larger roads (black line in figure 7A) to move more easily. At 

noon and in early afternoon, the moving direction from r9 to r8 still has problem while the direction from r8 to r7 

has problem in the morning. This fact is because people want to return after finishing morning activities and 

move to urban. In this group, the pair {r9→r8} is considered as the key reason of the problems, so we need to 

solve the problem of this pair first then the problem of this group. 

 Among the remaining individual regions, the pair {r15→r16} occurs during the rush hour in the 

afternoon. Since there is no other pair in this area having jams and there is only one connecting way, we can 

conclude that the problem of this way is due to the way capacity cannot afford the number of vehicles here. The 

solution is to extend the way. The pair {r14→r13} is rather similar to the pair of {r15→r16}, the given solution is 

similar to the pair of {r14→r13}. The pair of regions {r5→r6} has no direct connecting so people have to use 

around way leading to waste fuel and time, this pair also should be solved. The remaining pair {r12→r11} has not 

been able to find the reasons and solutions because there are some different ways and directions to go. 

 

V. Conclusion 

In this study, we have solved a problem using GPS data of taxi: Find out where frequent problems 

occur in cities, using taxi GPS data by modeling traffic between geographic pairs of regions. The results reveal 

the problems of each pair of regions such as insufficient response to demand or lack of direct connection and the 

relationship of pairs of regions. After grouping these pairs and identifying the problem, we proposed a solution 

for each group. However, some pairs cannot identify the cause and offer solutions. 

In the future, we intend to continue to work on this problem with a number of other ways of 

partitioning regions to better pinpoint the problem and propose solutions. 
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